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Insights in Perovskite Solar Cell Fabrication:
Unraveling the Hidden Challenges of Each Layer
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Abstract—Perovskite solar cells (PSC) are undoubtedly the4
most active research area in photovoltaics at this moment.5
Actually, since 2009 this emerging technology passed from 3.8%6
to the present >22% of energy conversion efficiency. Along with7
that, a huge amount of sometimes contradicting and incomplete8
information about how to prepare and characterize PSC is9
provided, which makes it difficult to not get lost. This paper is10
mainly directed toward newcomers in this area, with the goal to11
give orientation for PSC fabrication protocols that are quickly12
implementable and that lead to reliable and acceptable efficiencies.13
Therefore, a step-by-step analysis of each layer is provided and,14
within this scope, several fabrication techniques are compared in15
terms of efficiency optimization. Furthermore, a new and versatile16
alternative to laser-assisted scribing for substrate patterning is17
presented. Electrochemical characterization of dummy cells as an18
easy and versatile tool for isolated layer characterization is demon-19
strated for TiO2 blocking layers. After optimization of each layer,20
PSC with an average efficiency of (14.8 ± 1.0)% was obtained.21

Index Terms—Blocking layer, fabrication details, performance,22
perovskite solar cells.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

G LOBAL energy consumption is projected to raise by 48%25

from 2012 to 2040 [1], which makes the intensification of26

renewable energy implementation unavoidable. Among them,27

solar energy production has been the fastest growing sector28

with the biggest share in newly created jobs in the past few29
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years [2], [3]. Besides the mature silicon technology, advanced 30

copper indium gallium selenide and CdTe solar cells lately enter- 31

ing the market, perovskite solar cells (PSC) have been earning 32

a lot of attention due to their striking performance evolution 33

since 2012 [4]. Since then, PSC efficiencies have been ramp- 34

ing up quickly, reaching certified record efficiencies of 22.7% 35

for laboratory devices [5]; more recently, in February 2018, 36

Grätzel reported 23.3% at ABXPV conference, Rennes [6]. De- 37

spite the fast progress in fabricating PSC with high efficiency, 38

stability has been a limiting factor so far. Thus, attempting to 39

address efficiency and stability, a huge variety of formulations 40

and cell architectures has been published. It includes planar de- 41

vices using an inverted p-i-n architecture and PSC employing 42

a mesoporous structure that can either actively participate in 43

the electron transfer (active mesoporous layer) or merely serve 44

as scaffold structure (passive mesoporous layer). Within per- 45

ovskites, chemical engineering has originated a huge quantity 46

of mixed structures, employing mixed cations and anions. Many 47

laboratories have been deciding to direct research efforts toward 48

this “shooting star,” but not all of them were capable to repro- 49

duce the outstanding results published in the literature. Even 50

without regarding long-term stability, efficiencies often remain 51

below expectations because usually, crucial technical details re- 52

main barely explained or even unmentioned in research articles. 53

Thus, little fabrication errors within each layer of the PSC will 54

sum up and lead to an overall efficiency drop. Therefore, merely 55

considering efficiencies of entire devices makes reproduction of 56

published results a hard task. 57

In this paper, a step-by-step analysis of the technical problems 58

of each layer is provided and a possible impact of their modifi- 59

cation on the cell performance will be assessed. In the end, the 60

characterization of the entire device is discussed. As record effi- 61

ciency PSC’s generally possess a cell architecture with an active 62

mesoporous layer [7], focus will lie on this PSC structure. For a 63

deeper discussion about alternative cell architectures, interested 64

readers are referred to the informative review of Salim et al. [8], 65

Mesquita et al. [9] or the recent book written by Park et al. [10]. 66

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 67

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the PSC. On top of 68

a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) substrate that was scribed 69

in order to impede shortcircuiting (grey line), a dense TiO2 layer 70

is deposited, followed by a mesoporous layer. The adjacent per- 71

ovskite layer partially infiltrates into the mesoporous structure 72

and forms a capping layer. It is followed by a layer of hole 73
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a mesoscopic PSC in cross section (left) and top view (right).

transport material (HTM); finally, a nanometric metallic layer74

serves as a current collector.75

In the following, layer fabrication details and, when applica-76

ble, alternative fabrication methods are presented. Furthermore,77

it will be discussed what equipment is required for cell fabrica-78

tion and which equipment acquisition can be postponed, thanks79

to alternative fabrication protocols.80

A. Substrate Preparation81

Fluoride-doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates (2.2 mm thick-82

ness, TEC7, Solaronix) were patterned via VersaLaser (VLS83

2.30, Universal Laser Systems, USA) to create two separate84

charge collection areas on the FTO substrate—method (A). As85

an alternative to laser scribing, which requires the availability86

of such an equipment, an electrochemical reductive treatment87

can be performed to remove selectively the conductive layer—88

method (B). Keep into consideration that the chemicals used89

for that purpose are highly corrosive, which requires adequate90

protection and care. In order to do so, the substrate area for TCO91

removal was delimited by Kapton tape and exposed to a 3 M92

HCl solution. A constant potential of −2.4 V was applied until93

cathodic current decrease started to flatten. Meanwhile, the tin94

oxide of the FTO turned grey and started to peel off; samples95

were removed from the solution and rinsed with water. With96

a cotton swab dipped in a diluted nitric acid solution (0.5 M),97

remaining tin residues were cleaned off. Then, Kapton tape was98

removed and samples were abundantly rinsed with water.99

In a next step, samples were mechanically cleaned, using a100

toothbrush and a 10 % Hellmanex III (Hellma GmbH, Germany)101

solution. Subsequently, substrates were abundantly rinsed with102

water and sonicated in ethanolic KOH solution for 5 min. The103

substrates were again abundantly rinsed with water and son-104

icated in water for 5 min, before being rinsed with acetone105

and dried in nitrogen flux. Prior to blocking layer deposition,106

substrates were additionally cleaned for 20 min by an ozone107

cleaner (UVO-Cleaner, Jelight Company Inc., USA). Alterna-108

tively to an ozone cleaner, plasma treatment can be applied [11],109

among other efficient methods.110

B. Electron Blocking (BL) and Mesoporous Layer Preparation111

TiO2 blocking layer was deposited by two different methods.112

Method (A) was done by spincoating of a commercial solution113

(Ti-Nanoxide BL/SC, Solaronix, Switzerland) (5000 r/min, 30 s, 114

2000 (r/min)/s). Before film deposition, the area of photoan- 115

ode contact was protected by adhesive strip (Scotch Magic 116

Tape, 3M) and the films were subsequently calcined at 550 °C 117

for 1 h, under application of a stepwise temperature increase 118

of 100 °C each 10 min. Method (B) employed spray pyrol- 119

ysis of a precursor solution containing 0.56 M acetylacetone 120

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.6%) and 0.18 M titanium diisopropoxide 121

bis(acetylacetonate) (Sigma-Aldrich, 75 wt.% in isopropanol) 122

in 7 mL isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.5%) that 123

was sufficient for 64 samples. Here, substrates were preheated 124

at 450 °C and the photoanode area was protected with a glass 125

stripe before applying the spray via an atomizer, using either air 126

or oxygen as carrier gas. Afterward, samples were left for 45 min 127

more at that temperature. For application of mesoporous TiO2 , 128

a commercial paste (generally 30-NR-D, Dyesol, Australia, un- 129

less otherwise stated) was diluted in pure ethanol (1:6 w/w) and 130

applied on the substrates via spincoating (5000 r/min, 10 s, 2000 131

(r/min)/s). Prior to deposition, photoanode contact had been 132

protected by adhesive stripes. Samples were then immediately 133

transferred on a heat plate at 100 °C for predrying before being 134

calcined in a furnace at 500 °C for 30 min. Subsequently, sam- 135

ples were transferred to oxygen-free and dry conditions (glove 136

box) before allowing to cool below 100 °C. 137

C. Perovskite Active Layer Preparation 138

The perovskite precursor solution was prepared according to 139

the following conditions published by Saliba et al. [12]: 1.1 M 140

PbI2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metal basis), 0.2 M PbBr2 141

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metal basis), 0.2 M methylam- 142

monium bromide (Dyesol), and 1.0 M formamidinium iodide 143

(Dyesol) were dissolved in 1 mL of a DMF/DMSO mixture (8:2 144

v/v, both Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8 and �99.9%, respectively). From Q2145

this solution, 0.95 mL were added to 0.05 mL of a 1.5 M CsI 146

stock solution in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metals 147

basis). This final solution was deposited on the substrates by 148

applying a two-step spincoating program (step 1: 1000 r/min, 149

10 s, 200 (r/min)/s, step 2: 6000 r/min, 30 s, 2000 (r/min)/s). 150

After 25 s, 100 µL chlorobenzene was poured onto the spinning 151

substrate, a procedure which is known as antisolvent technique. 152

Careful adjustment of dripping speed and tip-to-sample distance 153

had to be trained to fabricate samples in a reproducible manner. 154
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Samples appeared brown immediately after spincoating and155

were subsequently sintered at 100 °C for 40 min before be-156

ing allowed to cool down. After each deposition, the interior of157

the spin coater was cleaned with a cloth to remove the condensed158

chemicals.159

D. Hole Conducting Layer and Current Collector160

Two different hole conductors were tested: method161

(A) spiro-OMeTAD solution contained 75 mM spiro-162

OMeTAD (Chemborun, 99.7% sublimed grade), 0.24 M163

4-tert-butylpyridine (Sigma-Aldrich, 96 %), 41 mM lithium164

bistrifluoromethanesulfonimidate (Li-TFSI, Acros Organics)165

that was obtained from a 1.8 M stock solution in acetonitrile166

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999 % electronic grade), and 27 mM FK167

209 Co(III) TFSI salt (Dyesol) that was obtained from a 0.27168

M stock solution in acetonitrile. The solution was deposited169

via spincoating (4000 r/min, 20 s, 2000 (r/min)/s). Method (B):170

P3HT solution was fabricated from 15 mg/mL P3HT (Chem-171

borun China), 23 mM 4-tert-butylpyridine, and 0.7 mM Li-172

TFSI. It was deposited by spincoating (3000 r/min, 30 s, 2000173

(r/min)/s). Afterward, photoanode contacts covered with per-174

ovskite and hole conductor were mechanically cleaned with175

a scalpel and cotton swabs dipped in acetonitrile. Finally, a176

60-nm-thick gold layer as current collector was applied through177

a stainless steel mask by two different methods: 1) by ther-178

mal evaporation on a VaporStation 4 (Oxford Vacuum Science,179

U.K.), applying a deposition rate of 0.01 nm/s for the first 4 nm,180

followed by 0.1 nm/s for the remaining thickness; and 2) by181

sputtering using a Leica EM ACE200 (Leica Microsystems,182

Germany) and applying a current of 60 mA and a deposition183

duration of 360 s. A mask of adhesive black tape with an active184

area of 0.2 cm2 was applied on the glass side of the cell prior to185

photoelectrochemical characterization.186

E. Dummy Cell Preparation187

The preparation was analogous to PSC, however, applying188

merely blocking layer, hole transport layer, and gold layer by189

thermal evaporation.190

F. Characterization191

For photoelectrochemical characterization, a 150-W solar192

simulator Oriel class A solar simulator, (Newport, USA) using193

a 1.5 air mass filter (Newport, USA) was employed. The effec-194

tive irradiation intensity was measured with a single crystal Si195

photodiode (Newport, USA). I–V curves were recorded with a196

potentiostat (Zennium, Zahner-Elektrik GmbH, Germany) at a197

scan rate of 10 mV/s, sweeping from open-circuit to short-circuit198

potential (backward scan). Before each measurement, the open-199

circuit potential VOC was allowed to stabilize under irradiation,200

which generally took less than a minute. Care was taken that201

starting potentials were chosen to be not more than 20 mV su-202

perior to VOC in order to protect the cell [13]. At least three203

cells of each type were tested for averaged efficiencies. SEM204

images were recorded with a Quanta 400 FEG (FEI, USA) at205

the CEMUP materials analysis center of the University of Porto.206

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 207

FTO on glass is usually employed as transparent conductive 208

substrate, due to its stability toward elevated temperatures. Sev- 209

eral sheet resistances are available on the market and generally 210

FTO with a sheet resistance of 7–10 Ω/sq is chosen, as it is a 211

good compromise in terms of conductivity versus transparency. 212

Thorough substrate cleaning is an essential step and often under- 213

rated; however, it plays a pivotal role as the perovskite solar cell 214

is constituted by several layers that are all within the nanometer 215

scale and any contamination of the substrate will thus lead to 216

film defects that lower overall cell efficiency. The scribing of the 217

substrate locally removes the TCO layer and impedes the elec- 218

tric short circuit through the substrate of the photoanode and the 219

cathode. It is often obtained by laser ablation of the conductive 220

layer but not every laboratory possesses a suitable equipment. 221

A low-cost alternative is chemical etching of the conductive 222

layer [14], though it leads to rather inhomogeneous FTO re- 223

moval. A very versatile and innovative, yet low-cost strategy is 224

the electrochemical reductive treatment of the FTO, which leads 225

to a clean and complete FTO removal on the exposed areas [15]. 226

The compact n-type titanium dioxide film acts as an electron- 227

selective layer and thus prevents the recombination of excitons 228

at the TCO surface. If this layer is absent, not dense enough 229

or possesses pinholes, the fabricated cells will show decreased 230

efficiencies due to recombination events. At the same time, it 231

has to be thin enough to provide efficient electron transport by 232

minimizing charge accumulation and therefore recombination. 233

The so-called blocking layer can be fabricated by several ways, 234

including, but not restricting to chemical bath deposition [16], 235

spincoating [4], [17], spray pyrolysis [12], [18], [19], sputtering 236

[20], [21], electron-beam evaporation [22], and atomic layer de- 237

position [23], [24]. We decided to compare TiO2 blocking layers 238

obtained by spray pyrolysis and spincoating of a commercial so- 239

lution (Ti-Nanoxide BL/SC, Solaronix, Switzerland). An easy 240

means to check if the electrochemical behavior of the blocking 241

layer follows a diode-like behavior is to fabricate dummy cells. 242

Such cells are composed of the compact TiO2 layer on top of the 243

TCO substrate, a hole-transport layer like spiro-OMeTAD and 244

a gold contact, thus similar to a perovskite cell, however with- 245

out any photoactive layer. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) has been 246

performed on dummy cells with different BL and the results are 247

shown in Fig. 2(a). In the case of a BL made by spray pyrolysis, 248

the CV shows zero anodic current and a steep increase of the 249

cathodic current which suggests a dense and pinhole-free layer 250

with high electronic conductivity. In case of the BL formed by 251

spin coating, the CV shows, in addition to the cathodic current 252

increase at lower potential, a sluggish cathodic and anodic cur- 253

rent evolution across the entire potential window, which is an 254

indication for pinholes. For comparison, the CV of a dummy 255

cell without any blocking layer demonstrates a typical ohmic 256

behavior, proving the absence of any blocking effect at positive 257

potential. The PSC corresponding to the BL fabrication methods 258

show I–V curves that underline the extremely important role of 259

the blocking layer. The cell with the BL made by spray pyroly- 260

sis shows best efficiencies, whereas that made with spincoated 261

blocking layer performs worse. The cell without any BL shows 262
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Fig. 2. (a) CV of dummy cells without blocking layer (grey diamonds), blocking layer made by spincoating (red circles) and by spray pyrolysis (black squares).
(b) I–V curves of PSC with a blocking layer made by spray pyrolysis (black squares), spincoating of a commercial solution (red circles) and without any blocking
layer (grey diamonds) at 0.95 sun.

Fig. 3. (a) Scanning electron microscopy images (top-view) of a bare TCO substrate. (b) TiO2 compact layer deposited by spray pyrolysis. (c) Spincoating of a
commercial solution. Black bars correspond to 2 µm.

TABLE I
EFFICIENCIES AND I–V CHARACTERISTICS OF PSC WITH COMPACT TIO2 MADE BY SPRAY PYROLYSIS USING DIFFERENT CARRIER GASES

the lowest efficiencies that, however, are not zero. The reason263

is that the perovskite layer itself is an electron transporter [17]264

as well as it is capable to transport holes [25], [26]. This ren-265

ders the TCO-perovskite interface into a nonselective contact266

that promotes recombination and therefore leads to decreased267

efficiencies.268

Images of the different blocking layers recorded by scanning269

electron microscopy show some fundamental differences, see270

Fig. 3. The layer deposited by spray pyrolysis is rather thin and271

homogeneous, whereas the layer deposited by spin coating is272

thicker and shows cracks, see Fig. 3(c) (upper right corner). It273

can be concluded that PSC with a BL fabricated by spray py-274

rolysis show superior efficiencies and therefore, this fabrication275

method might be recommended. The influence of the carrier gas276

on cell efficiencies was further tested but it came out that pure277

oxygen did not improve cell efficiencies, see Table I. Due to 278

lack of deposition control, BL thickness may vary between 30 279

and 80 nm, as occasional SEM cross sections showed. However, 280

no correlated impact on PSC efficiency could be stated. 281

Mesoporous titania layer has been employed in dye-sensitized 282

solar cells (DSSC), with the function to increase the active sur- 283

face area and transport electrons under light excitation [27]. As 284

the initial perovskite solar cells were thought as a continuity of 285

DSSC, a mesoporous titania film also was applied here, even if 286

the extinction coefficient of perovskites such as (CH3NH3)PbI3 287

is about ten times higher than that of N719 dye [28]. As 288

a consequence, the necessity of active surface increase is 289

turned obsolete. Thus, PSC without mesoporous layer, so-called 290

planar devices, have been developed, though their efficiencies 291

were lagging behind those employing a mesoporous layer for 292
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Fig. 4. I–V curve of cells with a mesoporous TiO2 layer made from 30NR-
D paste (average particle size of 30 nm, black squares) and from 18-NR-T
paste (average particle size of 20 nm, red circles) at 0.94 sun. Both pastes were
purchased from Dyesol Ltd.

a long time [7]. Only recently, the efficiency gap has become293

rather small, which is due to improved interface engineering [7],294

[18], [29]. Beside higher efficiencies, PSC with a mesoporous295

layer show reduced efficiency deviation between forward and296

backward scan, a phenomenon described as hysteresis [19], [30],297

[31]. When Snaith et al. demonstrated that even with meso-298

porous layers of alumina, a material that cannot participate in299

electron transfer due to band energy mismatch, high efficiencies300

of 15.9% could be obtained [32], it was deduced that the meso-301

porous layer mainly fulfills a structural role for crystal growth302

and geometry determination, even if efficient electron injection303

from the perovskite into the TiO2 mesoporous layer was reported304

[33]. However, latest results demonstrate that ionic migration at305

the perovskite/TiO2 interface, which is responsible for charge306

accumulation and therefore recombination events, is reduced or307

even suppressed in the presence of the TiO2 mesoporous layer308

[34]. As hysteresis also depends on ionic migration [35]–[38],309

its reduction in the presence of mesoporous TiO2 is the conse-310

quence. Putting all together, best results have been achieved so311

far using a thin TiO2 mesoporous layer and a perovskite cap-312

ping layer that prevents recombination between TiO2 and the313

hole transport layer [33], [34].314

There exist several commercial pastes with different sizes of315

TiO2 particles and therefore, it was decided to compare two316

different particle sizes, namely one possessing 20 nm and one317

with 30 nm average particle diameter. The same paste dilution318

ratio in pure ethanol (1:6) as well as the same deposition and319

sintering conditions were applied. Fig. 4 shows that both meso-320

porous layers lead to very comparable cell efficiencies that are321

within the error scale. This points toward a higher tolerance and322

toward a mesoporous layer architecture, as long as the particle323

size remains similar.324

Within perovskite materials, there exists a huge variety of325

recipes and deposition techniques, which are well summarized326

in the book by Park et al. [10] and in the review by Song et al.327

[39]. It might be not an easy task to decide for the suitable328

perovskite type and fabrication process. The name perovskite329

refers to a crystalline structure of the type ABX3 , A and B be-330

ing cations and X an anion. The perovskite class suitable for 331

solar cells is an organic lead halide, with A being generally an 332

organic cation, B being the lead ion, and X being a halogen, 333

usually bromine, iodide, chlorine, and mixtures thereof. Lead 334

substitution by tin and germanium analogs leads to perovskites 335

with severe stability problems [32], [40], [41] and therefore will 336

not be addressed here. Our focus was to determine a perovskite 337

formulation easy to implement and that results in reproducible 338

perovskite layers with enhanced stability. Many results have 339

been published with monocationic perovskites, however, with 340

some inherent limitations that are briefly exposed here: MAPbI3 341

has been intensively studied [42] but has some drawbacks such 342

as weak stability toward moisture [43], [44] and temperature 343

[45]. Formamidinium (FA) was proposed as alternative cation; 344

however, its perovskite analog FAPbI3 crystallizes in the pho- 345

toinactive phase below 60 °C [46], such as the inorganic cation 346

analog CsPbI3 [47]. Whereas several groups observed improved 347

stability of the photoactive phase upon using binary mixed cation 348

perovskites [48]–[52], Saliba et al. decided to combine the three 349

cations in a perovskite and achieved high efficiencies (>20%) 350

on a very reproducible basis [12]. 351

Several methods exist for solution-processed film fabrication, 352

the most common being simple spreading of the perovskite pre- 353

cursor solution on the substrate, also known as one-step depo- 354

sition. However, films with poor surface control and therefore 355

huge efficiency variations generally emerge [42]. A more so- 356

phisticated approach is the sequential step deposition, where 357

the metal halide is first deposited and annealed before being 358

brought in contact with the ammonium salt as vapor or in solu- 359

tion [42], [53]. Nevertheless, several drawbacks of this deposi- 360

tion method were experienced in our group, such as incomplete 361

conversion of the metal halide or partial dissolution of the per- 362

ovskite during the subsequent washing step. Furthermore, it is 363

more time-consuming as it requires two sintering steps. The 364

antisolvent technique was introduced in 2014 by the group of 365

Seok [19] and since then, it has been the method of choice for 366

subsequently published record efficiencies [7]. It is quite simple 367

to implement and requires only one precursor solution, whereas 368

the crystallization of the perovskite is initiated by adding a so- 369

called antisolvent. This antisolvent is chosen not to dissolve the 370

perovskite on one side and to displace the solvent of the latter on 371

the other side. The main drawback of this deposition method is 372

its artisanal aspect, requiring a certain degree of training before 373

reaching enhanced reproducibility. However, smooth perovskite 374

films with homogeneous composition and large grain boundaries 375

are obtained after a short training time. Fig. 5(a) shows a cross 376

section of a PSC with the monolithic perovskite capping layer 377

on top of the mesoporous TiO2 layer with grains growing from 378

the bottom to the top and which are thought to enhance charge 379

transport, according to Saliba et al. [12]. The top view of the 380

perovskite layer [see Fig. 5(b)] shows grains possessing diame- 381

ters between 200 and 500 nm, which is in good agreement with 382

the original report [12]. 383

One of the biggest detrimental factors for perovskite fab- 384

rication and stability is atmospheric humidity, together with 385

oxygen [54]. PSC that are meant to exhibit prolonged stability 386

require fabrication and storage in inert atmosphere or device 387

encapsulation after fabrication [55], [56]. Therefore, PSC are 388
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TABLE II
BEST AND AVERAGE EFFICIENCIES FOR PSC, WHILE THE PEROVSKITE LAYER WAS FABRICATED WITHIN DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

Fig. 5. SEM images. (a) Cross section of the entire PSC device showing the
compact TiO2 layer (ca. 80 nm), followed by the mesoporous layer of 150–
200 nm. The adjacent perovskite layer partially infiltrates into the mesoporous
structure and its capping layer has a thickness of 200–300 nm. The spiro-
MeOTAD hole transport layer (dark grey) has a thickness of 130–190 nm,
followed by a 60-nm-thick gold layer as current collector (light grey). (b) Top
view of the perovskite layer, showing grains with ca. 200–500 nm diameter. The
fissures evolved during image capture and therefore are believed to be due to
imaging. Bars correspond to 1 µm.

generally fabricated in glove boxes with dry and oxygen-free389

atmosphere. And not only that, also the substrates should be390

absolutely moisture-free. After sintering the mesoporous layer,391

substrates should thus be handled only in dry atmosphere or392

transferred to dry atmosphere such as a glove box before cooling393

below 150 °C. Within the degradation mechanism of perovskiteQ3 394

structures, oxygen only interferes subsequently to hydratation395

[56] and can therefore be considered less critical if moisture is396

absent or very low. Laboratories that are newcomers in this area397

of research might not possess a glove box infrastructure. Low398

atmospheric humidity levels are assumed to be less critical to399

perovskite fabrication but these conditions depend strongly on400

the geographic localization, the season, and some more inher-401

ent factors. To demonstrate the effect of moisture and oxygen402

atmosphere on perovskite formation, a comparative test of PSC403

devices that were fabricated inside and outside the glove box404

(relative humidity outside the glove box: 58%) was performed.405

The results are displayed in Fig. 6 and Table II and it can be406

observed that in case of perovskite being fabricated in ambi-407

ent atmosphere, the active layer showed a lighter color and the408

corresponding PSC showed a both lower VOC and JSC, whereas409

the fill factor remained rather uninfluenced. As a strategy to410

minimize water uptake by the substrate, samples were heated411

to 100 °C immediately before the perovskite precursor solu-412

tion was deposited. Corresponding PSC showed an improved413

VOC and JSC, however the fill factor decreased. This is likely414

due to inhomogeneous crystal growth, induced by the elevated415

temperature of the substrate. For the best cells obtained, a lit-416

Fig. 6. I–V curves of PSC fabricated in a glove box with 0% relative humidity
at 25 °C (black squares), at ambient humidity (58% relative humidity) at 25 °C
(grey diamonds), and at ambient humidity with substrate preheating at 100 °C
(red circles) with an incident light intensity of 0.94 sun. Image: Sample with
perovskite produced inside (left) and outside the glove box (right) at 25 °C.

tle improvement can be stated when hot substrates were used, 417

though average efficiencies came out to be very similar to those 418

without heat treatment. 419

This study shows that it is highly recommended to work 420

with a glove box, providing very low humidity (<0.002% rel. 421

humidity) and oxygen levels. Another possible strategy might 422

be the use of a perovskite formulation that is optimized toward 423

enhanced resistance at elevated humidity levels [57]. 424

Atop the photoactive layer, the hole conducting layer selec- 425

tively transports the holes to the current collector and therefore 426

fulfills the complementary role to the TiO2 layer. It has to be 427

pinhole-free to inhibit contact of the current collector with the 428

perovskite layer, for the same reasons that were already stressed 429

out concerning the electron conducting layer. Generally, a for- 430

mulation using spiro-OMeTAD is used that contains, among oth- 431

ers, the ionic liquid LiTFSI to increase hole conductivity. How- 432

ever, both LiTFSI and spiro-OMeTAD have hydrophilic proper- 433

ties and promote humidity ingestion, leading to poor humidity 434

stability of the entire device. At temperatures above 55 °C, the 435

molecular hole transporter crystallizes, which severely affects 436

cell efficiencies. Two different hole conductor layers were com- 437

pared toward their stability, namely spiro-oMeTAD as molecular 438

HTL and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as polymeric HTL. 439
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Fig. 7. (a) I–V curves of PSC employing spiro-OMeTAD (black squares) and P3HT (red circles) as HTL at 0.95 sun. (b) Normalized efficiency stability of PSC
using two PSC with spiro-OMeTAD (black squares and grey diamonds) and two with P3HT (red circles and blue triangles). The hatched green area indicates a
deviation less than 5% from the initial efficiency.

Fig. 8. I–V curves of PSC possessing a gold current collector made by thermal
evaporation (black line) and by sputtering (red line) at 0.93 sun.

It turns out that spiro-OMeTAD leads to better efficiencies,440

see Fig. 7(a), showing better current density, open-circuit po-441

tential, and fill factor altogether. A potential advantage could442

lie in an enhanced stability despite lower efficiency when P3HT443

is employed, but the experimental data could not confirm this444

assumption, see Fig. 7(b), within the limited time frame.445

Generally, current collectors are made of gold despite its446

higher cost, as alternative metals such as Ag and Al have been447

demonstrating weak stabilities [58]–[60]. Among gold depo-448

sition methods, one of the most common ones are sputtering449

and thermal evaporation. However, almost all published works450

use thermal evaporation. We decided therefore to compare gold451

films with similar thickness that were fabricated by these two452

techniques. Indeed, thermal evaporation leads to a better overall453

cell performance, see Fig. 8.454

The reason for the worse performance of PSC with sputtered455

current collector was evidenced by doing a scotch test. While456

in case of thermal evaporation, the gold layer could be easily 457

stripped off, in case of sputtering deposition, the gold remained 458

stuck into HTM. Even after dissolving the HTM layer, gold 459

traces were still detected with the naked eye inside the per- 460

ovskite layer. This means that during the gold layer deposition, 461

surface bombardment provokes penetration of gold deep into 462

the device structure, creating recombination centers. Thus, a 463

thermal evaporator is needed for efficient perovskite solar cell 464

fabrication, even if this step considerably increases the energy 465

payback time of PSC [61]. 466

Following all the layer fabrication steps mentioned before, 467

it was possible to fabricate PSC with an average efficiency of 468

(14.8 ± 1.0)% for a set of 49 cells, see Fig. 9 left. 469

In laboratory conditions, cell efficiencies are generally mea- 470

sured for cell active areas inferior to 1 cm2. The cell area de- 471

limited by the deposition of the current collector should be only 472

slightly superior to the active cell area (delimited by a mask) to 473

avoid recombination events. Instead of using crocodile clamps 474

arbitrarily connected to the cell, a suitable sample holder is 475

preferable, see Fig. 9 right, for maximal reproducibility. Among 476

all factors that describe the cell’s performance, the maximum 477

power point (MPP) is the most valuable information in terms of 478

applicability in solar devices as it describes best the operating 479

parameters of the cell [7], [13], [62]. The MPP is obtained via 480

mathematic extraction from I–V curves and surprisingly has not 481

yet gained big attention in published scientific works. I–V curves 482

are generally obtained by dynamic scanning of external loads 483

though care must be taken that the scan rate does not overpass 484

the dynamic electrochemical events inside the perovskite cell. 485

An example is given in Fig. 10, where a PSC was measured 486

at several scan rates. If merely the I–V curve is considered for 487

efficiency determination, best results are obtained with a scan 488

rate of 1 V/s. But if CV of the same cell are recorded at 10 mV/s 489

and at 1 V/s, a striking difference is observed concerning the 490

hysteresis, see Fig. 11. Whereas hysteresis is rather low in the 491

former case, it considerably increases in the latter case. This 492
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Fig. 9. Efficiency distribution of all cells fabricated in standard conditions (left) and cell architecture with testing device for reproducible testing conditions
(right).

Fig. 10. I–V curves and efficiencies of a PSC recorded at different scan rates
at 0.98 sun: 10 mV/s (black squares), 100 mV/s (red circles), 1 V/s (grey
diamonds).

Fig. 11. Hysteresis of a PSC recorded at a scan rate of 10 mV/s (black squares)
and 1 V/s (red circles) at 0.98 sun.

means that if the I–V curve is recorded in backward scan in such 493

conditions, the obtained results do not reflect the cell’s real be- 494

havior and therefore lead to overestimation of cell performance 495

[7], [13]. Lacking so far easily implementable measurement 496

protocols for MPP tracking, conditions for I–V curve recording 497

should be carefully chosen, with the goal to not overestimate 498

real cell characteristics. 499

IV. CONCLUSION 500

PSC represent a very attractive photovoltaic technology, as 501

innumerous publications have demonstrated, however initiating 502

in this area may be a hard task. PSC are made of several thin 503

layers and not only each layer, but also each interface plays 504

an important role for the manufacturing of efficient devices. 505

This paper is mainly directed toward research groups and sci- 506

entists that are beginners in this active field of research and as 507

such, it was intended to point out fabrication details that remain 508

barely discussed in most publications, but that are significant 509

for the preparation of efficient cells. It was evidenced that be- 510

sides the usual equipment for thin-film preparation (hot plate, 511

spin coater, programmable furnace, etc.) and photoelectrochem- 512

ical characterization (potentiostat or variable external load, solar 513

simulator), a glove box and a thermal evaporator for the depo- 514

sition of the gold current collector are strongly advised. The 515

goal of this paper is to analyze and optimize each layer and, as 516

a consequence, demonstrate their influence on the entire PSC 517

device. 518

It was evidenced by experiments that for PSC performing 519

best, blocking layer has to be fabricated via spray pyrolysis, 520

whereas comparable results were obtained when pure oxygen or 521

air was used as carrier gas. For the mesoporous layer, no differ- 522

ence could be stated for both particle sizes used (20 and 30 nm); 523

however, it is likely that a bigger difference in size may be of 524

matter. Our experience showed that best results for perovskite 525

films were obtained by applying the antisolvent technique with 526

a triple cation formulation. It was demonstrated that concerning 527

the adjacent hole transport layer, spiro-OMeTAD was resulting 528
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in cells with superior efficiency compared with the polymeric529

analog P3HT. Finally, two techniques for the fabrication of gold530

current collector were presented and it was demonstrated that531

thermal evaporation leads to better PSC than sputtering, as in532

case of the latter the energetic surface bombardment provoked533

gold particle penetration until the perovskite active layer, thus534

creating recombination centers. Incorporating all the discussed535

optimizations, PSC with an average efficiency of (14.8 ± 1.0)%536

were fabricated. Furthermore, an innovative, versatile, and quick537

method for electrochemical substrate etching was applied in538

PSC, making laser-assisted scribing and therefore the neces-539

sity of such an equipment obsolete. Dummy cells as selective540

electrochemical characterization method for single layers were541

introduced and yielded versatile results for the qualitative com-542

parison of TiO2 blocking layers. It is believed that this paper543

contributes to a faster implementation of PSC fabrication in544

research groups with few experience in this area, thanks to a545

deeper understanding of fabrication details and useful analysis546

tools that are easily available.547
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Insights in Perovskite Solar Cell Fabrication:
Unraveling the Hidden Challenges of Each Layer

1

2

Verena Stockhausen, Isabel Mesquita, Luı́sa Andrade, and Adélio Mendes3

Abstract—Perovskite solar cells (PSC) are undoubtedly the4
most active research area in photovoltaics at this moment.5
Actually, since 2009 this emerging technology passed from 3.8%6
to the present >22% of energy conversion efficiency. Along with7
that, a huge amount of sometimes contradicting and incomplete8
information about how to prepare and characterize PSC is9
provided, which makes it difficult to not get lost. This paper is10
mainly directed toward newcomers in this area, with the goal to11
give orientation for PSC fabrication protocols that are quickly12
implementable and that lead to reliable and acceptable efficiencies.13
Therefore, a step-by-step analysis of each layer is provided and,14
within this scope, several fabrication techniques are compared in15
terms of efficiency optimization. Furthermore, a new and versatile16
alternative to laser-assisted scribing for substrate patterning is17
presented. Electrochemical characterization of dummy cells as an18
easy and versatile tool for isolated layer characterization is demon-19
strated for TiO2 blocking layers. After optimization of each layer,20
PSC with an average efficiency of (14.8 ± 1.0)% was obtained.21

Index Terms—Blocking layer, fabrication details, performance,22
perovskite solar cells.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

G LOBAL energy consumption is projected to raise by 48%25

from 2012 to 2040 [1], which makes the intensification of26

renewable energy implementation unavoidable. Among them,27

solar energy production has been the fastest growing sector28

with the biggest share in newly created jobs in the past few29
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years [2], [3]. Besides the mature silicon technology, advanced 30

copper indium gallium selenide and CdTe solar cells lately enter- 31

ing the market, perovskite solar cells (PSC) have been earning 32

a lot of attention due to their striking performance evolution 33

since 2012 [4]. Since then, PSC efficiencies have been ramp- 34

ing up quickly, reaching certified record efficiencies of 22.7% 35

for laboratory devices [5]; more recently, in February 2018, 36

Grätzel reported 23.3% at ABXPV conference, Rennes [6]. De- 37

spite the fast progress in fabricating PSC with high efficiency, 38

stability has been a limiting factor so far. Thus, attempting to 39

address efficiency and stability, a huge variety of formulations 40

and cell architectures has been published. It includes planar de- 41

vices using an inverted p-i-n architecture and PSC employing 42

a mesoporous structure that can either actively participate in 43

the electron transfer (active mesoporous layer) or merely serve 44

as scaffold structure (passive mesoporous layer). Within per- 45

ovskites, chemical engineering has originated a huge quantity 46

of mixed structures, employing mixed cations and anions. Many 47

laboratories have been deciding to direct research efforts toward 48

this “shooting star,” but not all of them were capable to repro- 49

duce the outstanding results published in the literature. Even 50

without regarding long-term stability, efficiencies often remain 51

below expectations because usually, crucial technical details re- 52

main barely explained or even unmentioned in research articles. 53

Thus, little fabrication errors within each layer of the PSC will 54

sum up and lead to an overall efficiency drop. Therefore, merely 55

considering efficiencies of entire devices makes reproduction of 56

published results a hard task. 57

In this paper, a step-by-step analysis of the technical problems 58

of each layer is provided and a possible impact of their modifi- 59

cation on the cell performance will be assessed. In the end, the 60

characterization of the entire device is discussed. As record effi- 61

ciency PSC’s generally possess a cell architecture with an active 62

mesoporous layer [7], focus will lie on this PSC structure. For a 63

deeper discussion about alternative cell architectures, interested 64

readers are referred to the informative review of Salim et al. [8], 65

Mesquita et al. [9] or the recent book written by Park et al. [10]. 66

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 67

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the PSC. On top of 68

a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) substrate that was scribed 69

in order to impede shortcircuiting (grey line), a dense TiO2 layer 70

is deposited, followed by a mesoporous layer. The adjacent per- 71

ovskite layer partially infiltrates into the mesoporous structure 72

and forms a capping layer. It is followed by a layer of hole 73

2156-3381 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a mesoscopic PSC in cross section (left) and top view (right).

transport material (HTM); finally, a nanometric metallic layer74

serves as a current collector.75

In the following, layer fabrication details and, when applica-76

ble, alternative fabrication methods are presented. Furthermore,77

it will be discussed what equipment is required for cell fabrica-78

tion and which equipment acquisition can be postponed, thanks79

to alternative fabrication protocols.80

A. Substrate Preparation81

Fluoride-doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates (2.2 mm thick-82

ness, TEC7, Solaronix) were patterned via VersaLaser (VLS83

2.30, Universal Laser Systems, USA) to create two separate84

charge collection areas on the FTO substrate—method (A). As85

an alternative to laser scribing, which requires the availability86

of such an equipment, an electrochemical reductive treatment87

can be performed to remove selectively the conductive layer—88

method (B). Keep into consideration that the chemicals used89

for that purpose are highly corrosive, which requires adequate90

protection and care. In order to do so, the substrate area for TCO91

removal was delimited by Kapton tape and exposed to a 3 M92

HCl solution. A constant potential of −2.4 V was applied until93

cathodic current decrease started to flatten. Meanwhile, the tin94

oxide of the FTO turned grey and started to peel off; samples95

were removed from the solution and rinsed with water. With96

a cotton swab dipped in a diluted nitric acid solution (0.5 M),97

remaining tin residues were cleaned off. Then, Kapton tape was98

removed and samples were abundantly rinsed with water.99

In a next step, samples were mechanically cleaned, using a100

toothbrush and a 10 % Hellmanex III (Hellma GmbH, Germany)101

solution. Subsequently, substrates were abundantly rinsed with102

water and sonicated in ethanolic KOH solution for 5 min. The103

substrates were again abundantly rinsed with water and son-104

icated in water for 5 min, before being rinsed with acetone105

and dried in nitrogen flux. Prior to blocking layer deposition,106

substrates were additionally cleaned for 20 min by an ozone107

cleaner (UVO-Cleaner, Jelight Company Inc., USA). Alterna-108

tively to an ozone cleaner, plasma treatment can be applied [11],109

among other efficient methods.110

B. Electron Blocking (BL) and Mesoporous Layer Preparation111

TiO2 blocking layer was deposited by two different methods.112

Method (A) was done by spincoating of a commercial solution113

(Ti-Nanoxide BL/SC, Solaronix, Switzerland) (5000 r/min, 30 s, 114

2000 (r/min)/s). Before film deposition, the area of photoan- 115

ode contact was protected by adhesive strip (Scotch Magic 116

Tape, 3M) and the films were subsequently calcined at 550 °C 117

for 1 h, under application of a stepwise temperature increase 118

of 100 °C each 10 min. Method (B) employed spray pyrol- 119

ysis of a precursor solution containing 0.56 M acetylacetone 120

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.6%) and 0.18 M titanium diisopropoxide 121

bis(acetylacetonate) (Sigma-Aldrich, 75 wt.% in isopropanol) 122

in 7 mL isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.5%) that 123

was sufficient for 64 samples. Here, substrates were preheated 124

at 450 °C and the photoanode area was protected with a glass 125

stripe before applying the spray via an atomizer, using either air 126

or oxygen as carrier gas. Afterward, samples were left for 45 min 127

more at that temperature. For application of mesoporous TiO2 , 128

a commercial paste (generally 30-NR-D, Dyesol, Australia, un- 129

less otherwise stated) was diluted in pure ethanol (1:6 w/w) and 130

applied on the substrates via spincoating (5000 r/min, 10 s, 2000 131

(r/min)/s). Prior to deposition, photoanode contact had been 132

protected by adhesive stripes. Samples were then immediately 133

transferred on a heat plate at 100 °C for predrying before being 134

calcined in a furnace at 500 °C for 30 min. Subsequently, sam- 135

ples were transferred to oxygen-free and dry conditions (glove 136

box) before allowing to cool below 100 °C. 137

C. Perovskite Active Layer Preparation 138

The perovskite precursor solution was prepared according to 139

the following conditions published by Saliba et al. [12]: 1.1 M 140

PbI2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metal basis), 0.2 M PbBr2 141

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metal basis), 0.2 M methylam- 142

monium bromide (Dyesol), and 1.0 M formamidinium iodide 143

(Dyesol) were dissolved in 1 mL of a DMF/DMSO mixture (8:2 144

v/v, both Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8 and �99.9%, respectively). From Q2145

this solution, 0.95 mL were added to 0.05 mL of a 1.5 M CsI 146

stock solution in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999% trace metals 147

basis). This final solution was deposited on the substrates by 148

applying a two-step spincoating program (step 1: 1000 r/min, 149

10 s, 200 (r/min)/s, step 2: 6000 r/min, 30 s, 2000 (r/min)/s). 150

After 25 s, 100 µL chlorobenzene was poured onto the spinning 151

substrate, a procedure which is known as antisolvent technique. 152

Careful adjustment of dripping speed and tip-to-sample distance 153

had to be trained to fabricate samples in a reproducible manner. 154
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Samples appeared brown immediately after spincoating and155

were subsequently sintered at 100 °C for 40 min before be-156

ing allowed to cool down. After each deposition, the interior of157

the spin coater was cleaned with a cloth to remove the condensed158

chemicals.159

D. Hole Conducting Layer and Current Collector160

Two different hole conductors were tested: method161

(A) spiro-OMeTAD solution contained 75 mM spiro-162

OMeTAD (Chemborun, 99.7% sublimed grade), 0.24 M163

4-tert-butylpyridine (Sigma-Aldrich, 96 %), 41 mM lithium164

bistrifluoromethanesulfonimidate (Li-TFSI, Acros Organics)165

that was obtained from a 1.8 M stock solution in acetonitrile166

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999 % electronic grade), and 27 mM FK167

209 Co(III) TFSI salt (Dyesol) that was obtained from a 0.27168

M stock solution in acetonitrile. The solution was deposited169

via spincoating (4000 r/min, 20 s, 2000 (r/min)/s). Method (B):170

P3HT solution was fabricated from 15 mg/mL P3HT (Chem-171

borun China), 23 mM 4-tert-butylpyridine, and 0.7 mM Li-172

TFSI. It was deposited by spincoating (3000 r/min, 30 s, 2000173

(r/min)/s). Afterward, photoanode contacts covered with per-174

ovskite and hole conductor were mechanically cleaned with175

a scalpel and cotton swabs dipped in acetonitrile. Finally, a176

60-nm-thick gold layer as current collector was applied through177

a stainless steel mask by two different methods: 1) by ther-178

mal evaporation on a VaporStation 4 (Oxford Vacuum Science,179

U.K.), applying a deposition rate of 0.01 nm/s for the first 4 nm,180

followed by 0.1 nm/s for the remaining thickness; and 2) by181

sputtering using a Leica EM ACE200 (Leica Microsystems,182

Germany) and applying a current of 60 mA and a deposition183

duration of 360 s. A mask of adhesive black tape with an active184

area of 0.2 cm2 was applied on the glass side of the cell prior to185

photoelectrochemical characterization.186

E. Dummy Cell Preparation187

The preparation was analogous to PSC, however, applying188

merely blocking layer, hole transport layer, and gold layer by189

thermal evaporation.190

F. Characterization191

For photoelectrochemical characterization, a 150-W solar192

simulator Oriel class A solar simulator, (Newport, USA) using193

a 1.5 air mass filter (Newport, USA) was employed. The effec-194

tive irradiation intensity was measured with a single crystal Si195

photodiode (Newport, USA). I–V curves were recorded with a196

potentiostat (Zennium, Zahner-Elektrik GmbH, Germany) at a197

scan rate of 10 mV/s, sweeping from open-circuit to short-circuit198

potential (backward scan). Before each measurement, the open-199

circuit potential VOC was allowed to stabilize under irradiation,200

which generally took less than a minute. Care was taken that201

starting potentials were chosen to be not more than 20 mV su-202

perior to VOC in order to protect the cell [13]. At least three203

cells of each type were tested for averaged efficiencies. SEM204

images were recorded with a Quanta 400 FEG (FEI, USA) at205

the CEMUP materials analysis center of the University of Porto.206

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 207

FTO on glass is usually employed as transparent conductive 208

substrate, due to its stability toward elevated temperatures. Sev- 209

eral sheet resistances are available on the market and generally 210

FTO with a sheet resistance of 7–10 Ω/sq is chosen, as it is a 211

good compromise in terms of conductivity versus transparency. 212

Thorough substrate cleaning is an essential step and often under- 213

rated; however, it plays a pivotal role as the perovskite solar cell 214

is constituted by several layers that are all within the nanometer 215

scale and any contamination of the substrate will thus lead to 216

film defects that lower overall cell efficiency. The scribing of the 217

substrate locally removes the TCO layer and impedes the elec- 218

tric short circuit through the substrate of the photoanode and the 219

cathode. It is often obtained by laser ablation of the conductive 220

layer but not every laboratory possesses a suitable equipment. 221

A low-cost alternative is chemical etching of the conductive 222

layer [14], though it leads to rather inhomogeneous FTO re- 223

moval. A very versatile and innovative, yet low-cost strategy is 224

the electrochemical reductive treatment of the FTO, which leads 225

to a clean and complete FTO removal on the exposed areas [15]. 226

The compact n-type titanium dioxide film acts as an electron- 227

selective layer and thus prevents the recombination of excitons 228

at the TCO surface. If this layer is absent, not dense enough 229

or possesses pinholes, the fabricated cells will show decreased 230

efficiencies due to recombination events. At the same time, it 231

has to be thin enough to provide efficient electron transport by 232

minimizing charge accumulation and therefore recombination. 233

The so-called blocking layer can be fabricated by several ways, 234

including, but not restricting to chemical bath deposition [16], 235

spincoating [4], [17], spray pyrolysis [12], [18], [19], sputtering 236

[20], [21], electron-beam evaporation [22], and atomic layer de- 237

position [23], [24]. We decided to compare TiO2 blocking layers 238

obtained by spray pyrolysis and spincoating of a commercial so- 239

lution (Ti-Nanoxide BL/SC, Solaronix, Switzerland). An easy 240

means to check if the electrochemical behavior of the blocking 241

layer follows a diode-like behavior is to fabricate dummy cells. 242

Such cells are composed of the compact TiO2 layer on top of the 243

TCO substrate, a hole-transport layer like spiro-OMeTAD and 244

a gold contact, thus similar to a perovskite cell, however with- 245

out any photoactive layer. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) has been 246

performed on dummy cells with different BL and the results are 247

shown in Fig. 2(a). In the case of a BL made by spray pyrolysis, 248

the CV shows zero anodic current and a steep increase of the 249

cathodic current which suggests a dense and pinhole-free layer 250

with high electronic conductivity. In case of the BL formed by 251

spin coating, the CV shows, in addition to the cathodic current 252

increase at lower potential, a sluggish cathodic and anodic cur- 253

rent evolution across the entire potential window, which is an 254

indication for pinholes. For comparison, the CV of a dummy 255

cell without any blocking layer demonstrates a typical ohmic 256

behavior, proving the absence of any blocking effect at positive 257

potential. The PSC corresponding to the BL fabrication methods 258

show I–V curves that underline the extremely important role of 259

the blocking layer. The cell with the BL made by spray pyroly- 260

sis shows best efficiencies, whereas that made with spincoated 261

blocking layer performs worse. The cell without any BL shows 262
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Fig. 2. (a) CV of dummy cells without blocking layer (grey diamonds), blocking layer made by spincoating (red circles) and by spray pyrolysis (black squares).
(b) I–V curves of PSC with a blocking layer made by spray pyrolysis (black squares), spincoating of a commercial solution (red circles) and without any blocking
layer (grey diamonds) at 0.95 sun.

Fig. 3. (a) Scanning electron microscopy images (top-view) of a bare TCO substrate. (b) TiO2 compact layer deposited by spray pyrolysis. (c) Spincoating of a
commercial solution. Black bars correspond to 2 µm.

TABLE I
EFFICIENCIES AND I–V CHARACTERISTICS OF PSC WITH COMPACT TIO2 MADE BY SPRAY PYROLYSIS USING DIFFERENT CARRIER GASES

the lowest efficiencies that, however, are not zero. The reason263

is that the perovskite layer itself is an electron transporter [17]264

as well as it is capable to transport holes [25], [26]. This ren-265

ders the TCO-perovskite interface into a nonselective contact266

that promotes recombination and therefore leads to decreased267

efficiencies.268

Images of the different blocking layers recorded by scanning269

electron microscopy show some fundamental differences, see270

Fig. 3. The layer deposited by spray pyrolysis is rather thin and271

homogeneous, whereas the layer deposited by spin coating is272

thicker and shows cracks, see Fig. 3(c) (upper right corner). It273

can be concluded that PSC with a BL fabricated by spray py-274

rolysis show superior efficiencies and therefore, this fabrication275

method might be recommended. The influence of the carrier gas276

on cell efficiencies was further tested but it came out that pure277

oxygen did not improve cell efficiencies, see Table I. Due to 278

lack of deposition control, BL thickness may vary between 30 279

and 80 nm, as occasional SEM cross sections showed. However, 280

no correlated impact on PSC efficiency could be stated. 281

Mesoporous titania layer has been employed in dye-sensitized 282

solar cells (DSSC), with the function to increase the active sur- 283

face area and transport electrons under light excitation [27]. As 284

the initial perovskite solar cells were thought as a continuity of 285

DSSC, a mesoporous titania film also was applied here, even if 286

the extinction coefficient of perovskites such as (CH3NH3)PbI3 287

is about ten times higher than that of N719 dye [28]. As 288

a consequence, the necessity of active surface increase is 289

turned obsolete. Thus, PSC without mesoporous layer, so-called 290

planar devices, have been developed, though their efficiencies 291

were lagging behind those employing a mesoporous layer for 292
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Fig. 4. I–V curve of cells with a mesoporous TiO2 layer made from 30NR-
D paste (average particle size of 30 nm, black squares) and from 18-NR-T
paste (average particle size of 20 nm, red circles) at 0.94 sun. Both pastes were
purchased from Dyesol Ltd.

a long time [7]. Only recently, the efficiency gap has become293

rather small, which is due to improved interface engineering [7],294

[18], [29]. Beside higher efficiencies, PSC with a mesoporous295

layer show reduced efficiency deviation between forward and296

backward scan, a phenomenon described as hysteresis [19], [30],297

[31]. When Snaith et al. demonstrated that even with meso-298

porous layers of alumina, a material that cannot participate in299

electron transfer due to band energy mismatch, high efficiencies300

of 15.9% could be obtained [32], it was deduced that the meso-301

porous layer mainly fulfills a structural role for crystal growth302

and geometry determination, even if efficient electron injection303

from the perovskite into the TiO2 mesoporous layer was reported304

[33]. However, latest results demonstrate that ionic migration at305

the perovskite/TiO2 interface, which is responsible for charge306

accumulation and therefore recombination events, is reduced or307

even suppressed in the presence of the TiO2 mesoporous layer308

[34]. As hysteresis also depends on ionic migration [35]–[38],309

its reduction in the presence of mesoporous TiO2 is the conse-310

quence. Putting all together, best results have been achieved so311

far using a thin TiO2 mesoporous layer and a perovskite cap-312

ping layer that prevents recombination between TiO2 and the313

hole transport layer [33], [34].314

There exist several commercial pastes with different sizes of315

TiO2 particles and therefore, it was decided to compare two316

different particle sizes, namely one possessing 20 nm and one317

with 30 nm average particle diameter. The same paste dilution318

ratio in pure ethanol (1:6) as well as the same deposition and319

sintering conditions were applied. Fig. 4 shows that both meso-320

porous layers lead to very comparable cell efficiencies that are321

within the error scale. This points toward a higher tolerance and322

toward a mesoporous layer architecture, as long as the particle323

size remains similar.324

Within perovskite materials, there exists a huge variety of325

recipes and deposition techniques, which are well summarized326

in the book by Park et al. [10] and in the review by Song et al.327

[39]. It might be not an easy task to decide for the suitable328

perovskite type and fabrication process. The name perovskite329

refers to a crystalline structure of the type ABX3 , A and B be-330

ing cations and X an anion. The perovskite class suitable for 331

solar cells is an organic lead halide, with A being generally an 332

organic cation, B being the lead ion, and X being a halogen, 333

usually bromine, iodide, chlorine, and mixtures thereof. Lead 334

substitution by tin and germanium analogs leads to perovskites 335

with severe stability problems [32], [40], [41] and therefore will 336

not be addressed here. Our focus was to determine a perovskite 337

formulation easy to implement and that results in reproducible 338

perovskite layers with enhanced stability. Many results have 339

been published with monocationic perovskites, however, with 340

some inherent limitations that are briefly exposed here: MAPbI3 341

has been intensively studied [42] but has some drawbacks such 342

as weak stability toward moisture [43], [44] and temperature 343

[45]. Formamidinium (FA) was proposed as alternative cation; 344

however, its perovskite analog FAPbI3 crystallizes in the pho- 345

toinactive phase below 60 °C [46], such as the inorganic cation 346

analog CsPbI3 [47]. Whereas several groups observed improved 347

stability of the photoactive phase upon using binary mixed cation 348

perovskites [48]–[52], Saliba et al. decided to combine the three 349

cations in a perovskite and achieved high efficiencies (>20%) 350

on a very reproducible basis [12]. 351

Several methods exist for solution-processed film fabrication, 352

the most common being simple spreading of the perovskite pre- 353

cursor solution on the substrate, also known as one-step depo- 354

sition. However, films with poor surface control and therefore 355

huge efficiency variations generally emerge [42]. A more so- 356

phisticated approach is the sequential step deposition, where 357

the metal halide is first deposited and annealed before being 358

brought in contact with the ammonium salt as vapor or in solu- 359

tion [42], [53]. Nevertheless, several drawbacks of this deposi- 360

tion method were experienced in our group, such as incomplete 361

conversion of the metal halide or partial dissolution of the per- 362

ovskite during the subsequent washing step. Furthermore, it is 363

more time-consuming as it requires two sintering steps. The 364

antisolvent technique was introduced in 2014 by the group of 365

Seok [19] and since then, it has been the method of choice for 366

subsequently published record efficiencies [7]. It is quite simple 367

to implement and requires only one precursor solution, whereas 368

the crystallization of the perovskite is initiated by adding a so- 369

called antisolvent. This antisolvent is chosen not to dissolve the 370

perovskite on one side and to displace the solvent of the latter on 371

the other side. The main drawback of this deposition method is 372

its artisanal aspect, requiring a certain degree of training before 373

reaching enhanced reproducibility. However, smooth perovskite 374

films with homogeneous composition and large grain boundaries 375

are obtained after a short training time. Fig. 5(a) shows a cross 376

section of a PSC with the monolithic perovskite capping layer 377

on top of the mesoporous TiO2 layer with grains growing from 378

the bottom to the top and which are thought to enhance charge 379

transport, according to Saliba et al. [12]. The top view of the 380

perovskite layer [see Fig. 5(b)] shows grains possessing diame- 381

ters between 200 and 500 nm, which is in good agreement with 382

the original report [12]. 383

One of the biggest detrimental factors for perovskite fab- 384

rication and stability is atmospheric humidity, together with 385

oxygen [54]. PSC that are meant to exhibit prolonged stability 386

require fabrication and storage in inert atmosphere or device 387

encapsulation after fabrication [55], [56]. Therefore, PSC are 388
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TABLE II
BEST AND AVERAGE EFFICIENCIES FOR PSC, WHILE THE PEROVSKITE LAYER WAS FABRICATED WITHIN DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

Fig. 5. SEM images. (a) Cross section of the entire PSC device showing the
compact TiO2 layer (ca. 80 nm), followed by the mesoporous layer of 150–
200 nm. The adjacent perovskite layer partially infiltrates into the mesoporous
structure and its capping layer has a thickness of 200–300 nm. The spiro-
MeOTAD hole transport layer (dark grey) has a thickness of 130–190 nm,
followed by a 60-nm-thick gold layer as current collector (light grey). (b) Top
view of the perovskite layer, showing grains with ca. 200–500 nm diameter. The
fissures evolved during image capture and therefore are believed to be due to
imaging. Bars correspond to 1 µm.

generally fabricated in glove boxes with dry and oxygen-free389

atmosphere. And not only that, also the substrates should be390

absolutely moisture-free. After sintering the mesoporous layer,391

substrates should thus be handled only in dry atmosphere or392

transferred to dry atmosphere such as a glove box before cooling393

below 150 °C. Within the degradation mechanism of perovskiteQ3 394

structures, oxygen only interferes subsequently to hydratation395

[56] and can therefore be considered less critical if moisture is396

absent or very low. Laboratories that are newcomers in this area397

of research might not possess a glove box infrastructure. Low398

atmospheric humidity levels are assumed to be less critical to399

perovskite fabrication but these conditions depend strongly on400

the geographic localization, the season, and some more inher-401

ent factors. To demonstrate the effect of moisture and oxygen402

atmosphere on perovskite formation, a comparative test of PSC403

devices that were fabricated inside and outside the glove box404

(relative humidity outside the glove box: 58%) was performed.405

The results are displayed in Fig. 6 and Table II and it can be406

observed that in case of perovskite being fabricated in ambi-407

ent atmosphere, the active layer showed a lighter color and the408

corresponding PSC showed a both lower VOC and JSC, whereas409

the fill factor remained rather uninfluenced. As a strategy to410

minimize water uptake by the substrate, samples were heated411

to 100 °C immediately before the perovskite precursor solu-412

tion was deposited. Corresponding PSC showed an improved413

VOC and JSC, however the fill factor decreased. This is likely414

due to inhomogeneous crystal growth, induced by the elevated415

temperature of the substrate. For the best cells obtained, a lit-416

Fig. 6. I–V curves of PSC fabricated in a glove box with 0% relative humidity
at 25 °C (black squares), at ambient humidity (58% relative humidity) at 25 °C
(grey diamonds), and at ambient humidity with substrate preheating at 100 °C
(red circles) with an incident light intensity of 0.94 sun. Image: Sample with
perovskite produced inside (left) and outside the glove box (right) at 25 °C.

tle improvement can be stated when hot substrates were used, 417

though average efficiencies came out to be very similar to those 418

without heat treatment. 419

This study shows that it is highly recommended to work 420

with a glove box, providing very low humidity (<0.002% rel. 421

humidity) and oxygen levels. Another possible strategy might 422

be the use of a perovskite formulation that is optimized toward 423

enhanced resistance at elevated humidity levels [57]. 424

Atop the photoactive layer, the hole conducting layer selec- 425

tively transports the holes to the current collector and therefore 426

fulfills the complementary role to the TiO2 layer. It has to be 427

pinhole-free to inhibit contact of the current collector with the 428

perovskite layer, for the same reasons that were already stressed 429

out concerning the electron conducting layer. Generally, a for- 430

mulation using spiro-OMeTAD is used that contains, among oth- 431

ers, the ionic liquid LiTFSI to increase hole conductivity. How- 432

ever, both LiTFSI and spiro-OMeTAD have hydrophilic proper- 433

ties and promote humidity ingestion, leading to poor humidity 434

stability of the entire device. At temperatures above 55 °C, the 435

molecular hole transporter crystallizes, which severely affects 436

cell efficiencies. Two different hole conductor layers were com- 437

pared toward their stability, namely spiro-oMeTAD as molecular 438

HTL and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as polymeric HTL. 439
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Fig. 7. (a) I–V curves of PSC employing spiro-OMeTAD (black squares) and P3HT (red circles) as HTL at 0.95 sun. (b) Normalized efficiency stability of PSC
using two PSC with spiro-OMeTAD (black squares and grey diamonds) and two with P3HT (red circles and blue triangles). The hatched green area indicates a
deviation less than 5% from the initial efficiency.

Fig. 8. I–V curves of PSC possessing a gold current collector made by thermal
evaporation (black line) and by sputtering (red line) at 0.93 sun.

It turns out that spiro-OMeTAD leads to better efficiencies,440

see Fig. 7(a), showing better current density, open-circuit po-441

tential, and fill factor altogether. A potential advantage could442

lie in an enhanced stability despite lower efficiency when P3HT443

is employed, but the experimental data could not confirm this444

assumption, see Fig. 7(b), within the limited time frame.445

Generally, current collectors are made of gold despite its446

higher cost, as alternative metals such as Ag and Al have been447

demonstrating weak stabilities [58]–[60]. Among gold depo-448

sition methods, one of the most common ones are sputtering449

and thermal evaporation. However, almost all published works450

use thermal evaporation. We decided therefore to compare gold451

films with similar thickness that were fabricated by these two452

techniques. Indeed, thermal evaporation leads to a better overall453

cell performance, see Fig. 8.454

The reason for the worse performance of PSC with sputtered455

current collector was evidenced by doing a scotch test. While456

in case of thermal evaporation, the gold layer could be easily 457

stripped off, in case of sputtering deposition, the gold remained 458

stuck into HTM. Even after dissolving the HTM layer, gold 459

traces were still detected with the naked eye inside the per- 460

ovskite layer. This means that during the gold layer deposition, 461

surface bombardment provokes penetration of gold deep into 462

the device structure, creating recombination centers. Thus, a 463

thermal evaporator is needed for efficient perovskite solar cell 464

fabrication, even if this step considerably increases the energy 465

payback time of PSC [61]. 466

Following all the layer fabrication steps mentioned before, 467

it was possible to fabricate PSC with an average efficiency of 468

(14.8 ± 1.0)% for a set of 49 cells, see Fig. 9 left. 469

In laboratory conditions, cell efficiencies are generally mea- 470

sured for cell active areas inferior to 1 cm2. The cell area de- 471

limited by the deposition of the current collector should be only 472

slightly superior to the active cell area (delimited by a mask) to 473

avoid recombination events. Instead of using crocodile clamps 474

arbitrarily connected to the cell, a suitable sample holder is 475

preferable, see Fig. 9 right, for maximal reproducibility. Among 476

all factors that describe the cell’s performance, the maximum 477

power point (MPP) is the most valuable information in terms of 478

applicability in solar devices as it describes best the operating 479

parameters of the cell [7], [13], [62]. The MPP is obtained via 480

mathematic extraction from I–V curves and surprisingly has not 481

yet gained big attention in published scientific works. I–V curves 482

are generally obtained by dynamic scanning of external loads 483

though care must be taken that the scan rate does not overpass 484

the dynamic electrochemical events inside the perovskite cell. 485

An example is given in Fig. 10, where a PSC was measured 486

at several scan rates. If merely the I–V curve is considered for 487

efficiency determination, best results are obtained with a scan 488

rate of 1 V/s. But if CV of the same cell are recorded at 10 mV/s 489

and at 1 V/s, a striking difference is observed concerning the 490

hysteresis, see Fig. 11. Whereas hysteresis is rather low in the 491

former case, it considerably increases in the latter case. This 492
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Fig. 9. Efficiency distribution of all cells fabricated in standard conditions (left) and cell architecture with testing device for reproducible testing conditions
(right).

Fig. 10. I–V curves and efficiencies of a PSC recorded at different scan rates
at 0.98 sun: 10 mV/s (black squares), 100 mV/s (red circles), 1 V/s (grey
diamonds).

Fig. 11. Hysteresis of a PSC recorded at a scan rate of 10 mV/s (black squares)
and 1 V/s (red circles) at 0.98 sun.

means that if the I–V curve is recorded in backward scan in such 493

conditions, the obtained results do not reflect the cell’s real be- 494

havior and therefore lead to overestimation of cell performance 495

[7], [13]. Lacking so far easily implementable measurement 496

protocols for MPP tracking, conditions for I–V curve recording 497

should be carefully chosen, with the goal to not overestimate 498

real cell characteristics. 499

IV. CONCLUSION 500

PSC represent a very attractive photovoltaic technology, as 501

innumerous publications have demonstrated, however initiating 502

in this area may be a hard task. PSC are made of several thin 503

layers and not only each layer, but also each interface plays 504

an important role for the manufacturing of efficient devices. 505

This paper is mainly directed toward research groups and sci- 506

entists that are beginners in this active field of research and as 507

such, it was intended to point out fabrication details that remain 508

barely discussed in most publications, but that are significant 509

for the preparation of efficient cells. It was evidenced that be- 510

sides the usual equipment for thin-film preparation (hot plate, 511

spin coater, programmable furnace, etc.) and photoelectrochem- 512

ical characterization (potentiostat or variable external load, solar 513

simulator), a glove box and a thermal evaporator for the depo- 514

sition of the gold current collector are strongly advised. The 515

goal of this paper is to analyze and optimize each layer and, as 516

a consequence, demonstrate their influence on the entire PSC 517

device. 518

It was evidenced by experiments that for PSC performing 519

best, blocking layer has to be fabricated via spray pyrolysis, 520

whereas comparable results were obtained when pure oxygen or 521

air was used as carrier gas. For the mesoporous layer, no differ- 522

ence could be stated for both particle sizes used (20 and 30 nm); 523

however, it is likely that a bigger difference in size may be of 524

matter. Our experience showed that best results for perovskite 525

films were obtained by applying the antisolvent technique with 526

a triple cation formulation. It was demonstrated that concerning 527

the adjacent hole transport layer, spiro-OMeTAD was resulting 528
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in cells with superior efficiency compared with the polymeric529

analog P3HT. Finally, two techniques for the fabrication of gold530

current collector were presented and it was demonstrated that531

thermal evaporation leads to better PSC than sputtering, as in532

case of the latter the energetic surface bombardment provoked533

gold particle penetration until the perovskite active layer, thus534

creating recombination centers. Incorporating all the discussed535

optimizations, PSC with an average efficiency of (14.8 ± 1.0)%536

were fabricated. Furthermore, an innovative, versatile, and quick537

method for electrochemical substrate etching was applied in538

PSC, making laser-assisted scribing and therefore the neces-539

sity of such an equipment obsolete. Dummy cells as selective540

electrochemical characterization method for single layers were541

introduced and yielded versatile results for the qualitative com-542

parison of TiO2 blocking layers. It is believed that this paper543

contributes to a faster implementation of PSC fabrication in544

research groups with few experience in this area, thanks to a545

deeper understanding of fabrication details and useful analysis546

tools that are easily available.547
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